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Introduction

To this day, the legacy of the First World War continues to have an impact on the history and

politics of the Middle East. Meanwhile, the debate as to the causes of the war is still evolving:

some such as Hobsbawm, argue that the causes of the war "lie in the nature of a progressively

deteriorating international situation."2 Others, such as Fischer, believe that German leaders

"must bear a substantial share of the historical responsibility". 3 Fischer's thesis remains

largely undisputed, given the depth and detail of official government material used: the

official governmental communication analyzed make plain the German military and

government's willingness to risk a general war in 1914. Nevertheless, what were the reasons

for such a desire? Whereas Fischer believes that German leaders declared war in 1914 to

fulfill domestic goals,4 others such as Copeland explain the German willingness in terms of

shifts in military power.5 According to Copeland, imperial rivalries and domestic tensions

were of little  importance to the German policies, as German leaders "saw that a general war

would only increase the risk of social revolution."6 To him, declaring war in 1914 allowed

German to secure support from her population and from Austria-Hungary by laying the blame

on Russia,7 while ensuring high chances of victory.

The investigation will be carried out with a focus on the economic rivalry among the Great

Powers prior to the outbreak of the First World War. There will also be reference to the different

interpretations offered by historians such as Hobsbawm, Fischer and Copland, all of whom have 

written extensively on this topic. Assessing the importance of European rivalry over railway

construction in the Middle East between 1870 and 1914 and its impacts on Great Power

relations allows the causes of the war to be considered  from a new angle, while

expanding on these points the investigation will be carried out through an economic approach to

history including elements of historical materialism. Geopolitical considerations will be analyzed

as the causes of, or in relation to, economic developments. By analyzing the impact of the

economic rivalry on Great Power relations, this essay will notice three points: first, rivalry over

Persia and the Baghdad Railway promoted the polarization of Europe pre- 1914 by reigniting

negotiations for the 1907 Triple Entente and strengthening relations between the Entente powers

in the years 1910-1914. Second, German economic difficulties in the Ottoman Empire in

1913-1914, given the existing economic rivalry with Britain and Russia, heightened the German

will to precipitate war in 1914. Third, Anglo-German economic rivalry in the Ottoman Empire

fuelled Germanophobia in Britain, while heightening the British fear of a Europe dominated by

Germany, thereby contributing to Britain's entry into the war and to the

2 Hobsbawm, Eric. TheAge of Empire 1875-1914. England: Abacus, 1994. Print. (p.312)
3 Fischer, Fritz. Germany's Aims in the First World War.New York: W.W. Norton &, and Chatto & Windus,
1967. Print. (p.88)
4 For details on the precise nature of these goals, see: Fischer, Fritz. Germany's Aims in the First World War.
New York: W.W. Norton &, and Chatto & Windus, 1967. Print.
s Copeland, Dale C. The Origins of Major War.New York: Cornell UP, 2000. Print. (p.57)
6 Jbid. (p.76)
7 Ibid. (p.80)



Chapter 1- German Industrialization 1830-1914: Setting the tone
for European Great Power economic rivalry

Before the First World War, one-third of all European capital invested in the Ottoman

Empire was devoted to the construction  of railroads.8 Not only designed to promote

trade and industrialization, railways were soon seen by European Great Powers as

instruments of foreign and colonial policy. Yet, why was there European rivalry over 

railway construction in the Ottoman Empire, and why is such a rivalry significant in the

study of the causes of the First World War?

TheOttoman Empire- Crossroads to EuropeanGreatPower's Interest

European Great Power interest in the Middle East was partly economic. Following rapid

industrialization  and the move away from agrarian economies, countries such as Britain

or Germany were in need of raw materials to supply their industries, and foodstuff for

their populations. In 1908, when oil was discovered in the  Ottoman  Empire,  Britain 

sought to gain control of supplies for her newly built oil-fuelled fleet.9 Russia showed

particular interest in Persia, her trade with the region  amounting  to  £2,000,000  in

1888.10 Moreover, the Middle East, as a region joining Europe and Near Asia, was of high 

importance for the development of trade, and the region where the colonial interests of

aH European   Great  Powers   coincided.   Rather  than   an   ultimate   goal,   economic 

penetration was both an aim and the simplest manner of obtaining influence11 in a
region whose economic situation increasingly lent itself to foreign meddling.

Indeed, the region of Mesopotamia was of high strategic importance for the defence of

Egypt and the Suez Canal Trade.  Its major rivers would allow the development of

agriculture and fluvial transport around the Middle East, from Near Asia to major port-

8 Quataert, Donald. "The Age of Reforms 1812-1914." An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman
Empire 1600-1914. Vol. 2. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1994. 759-945. Print (p.807)
9 Henderson, W.0. « German Economic Penetration in the Middle East, 1870-1914 »
The Economic History Review , Vol. 18, No.1/2 (1948) : 54-64. JSTOR. Web. 21May 2013.
<http:/ /www.jstor.org/stable/2590262>.  (p.58)
10 Ibid (p.57)
11 After failed attempts at centralization throughout the 19th century, [Gelvin, James L. The Modern Middle
East: A History. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2008. Print (p.73-80)] the Ottoman Empire became dependent
on Europe for loans [Quataert, Donald. The Ottoman Empire, 1700-1922. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000.
Print (p.72)]
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cities on the Northern coast. The Caucasus, on the border with Russia, would allow the
latter to access ice-free ports. However, should another power obtain influence in the
region,  it  could  easily  threaten  Russia  through  the  Euphrates.  The  region  around

Constantinople would allow Russia to spread and support Pan-Slavism in the Balkans.

Finally, whereas Britain famously "ruled the waves" until and into the First World War, 

the Middle East offered an alternative route for the development of trade bypassing the

Suez Canal, Mediterranean, Black Sea, Red Sea, and Caspian Sea, thereby disrupting

British trade and rendering Russian prospects to access ice-free ports in the Black and

Caspian Sea derisory.

Nevertheless, industrialization and changes in economic patterns within Europe were

necessary for German rivalry to emerge in the mid-eighties, until when Britain had

remained the main investor and exporter of goods to the reg1on. The importance of the

emerging German world economy in the study of the causes of the First World War is

best understood through Anglo-German economic relations.

German Industrialization - MountingTensions in Europe

In its early period, German industrialization profoundly modified the German economic

structure. Nevertheless, until the 1870s, an apparent complementarty between the

German and British economies 12 helped maintain cordial trade relations.13 It was not
until  mercantilism  emerged  in  Germany14 as a result  of the   1873-1896 Great

Depression1s that complaints about German intrusion in the British domestic and

overseas markets 16 emerged. Furthermore, throughout the period, the sheer speed of
German industrialization and German protectionist tariffs allowed falling German

12 Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print. (p.41)
13 Ibid. (p.42)
14 Mercantilism: refers to an economic theory that appeared in Europe in the 16th century. Mercantilism is
designed to increase a State's power through governmental regulation of the economy. Although
government intervened in several areas of the economy, the area of interest to us in this analysis is the
attempt, by the State, to create trading monopolies abroad for its investors.
"mercantilism." Encyclop dia Britannica. Encyclop dia Britannica Online School Edition.
Encyclopredia Britannica, Inc., 2013. Web. 9 June 2013.
<http: / /school.eb.co.uk /eb /article-905 2 0 75>.
1s Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print. (p.52)
16 Ibid. (p.56)
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imports, and increasing exports,17 creating a growing imbalance in Anglo-German trade

to the disadvantage of the former.1s The Great Depression and protective tariffs, when

coupled to a newly industrialized, aggressively entrepreneuriaJ19 Germany, put Britain's 

status of hegemonic power in Europe at stake. As Hoffman wrote, "The Great

Depression ... served to make England very acutely aware of the transformed world in
which she now had to carry on her business".20

Historians such as Kennedy argue that, although German industrialization altered the
complementarity of the two economies, specialization within the industries made an

inevitable rivalry less viable. Indeed, although the figures point out a narrowing gap

between the two countries' trade, output and industry, a clear British advantage

remained. Yet, in terms of the German and British governmental and economic policies,

what mattered was perhaps not so much the reality of the threat posed by Germany, but

the general beliefS concerning this threat. Both Kennedy and Hoffman, although they

seemingly disagree on the true significance of the economic rivalry, acknowledge its

importance in shaping the policies of both countries; the economic rivalry helped create

tensions through its impact on colonial and foreign policies.

Indeed, although the reality of the rivalry was not extremely significant in the 1900s, it

was prompt to reveal the, "relatively insignificant material bases of British power ... "21

Colonial expansion became crucial, a view shared by "government planners"22 within

Britain and by German industrialists, who saw world policy as vital for commercial and 

industrial growth.23 By the 1900s, "business prosperity depended upon a continuous

widening of markets" 24, providing us with evidence for a causal relationship between

trade rivalry, and colonial policy. We may thus conclude that European  rivalry over

17 Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,  1933. Print (p.34)
18 Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print  (p.262)
19 Ibid (p.293)
20 Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,   1933.  Print. (p.28).
21 Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print. (p.307)
22 Ibid. (p.311)
23 Ibid.    { 
24 Hoffman, Ross J.S. GreatBritain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,  1933. Print (p.29)
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railway construction in the Ottoman Empire was symptomatic of changing economic

realities in twentieth-century Europe, and can be analyzed as a factor in growing

tensions and changing alliances within Europe in the years leading to the First World

War.

Evidently, the quest for colonies that put Britain and Germany on a collision course did

not only originate from economic considerations. Nonetheless, these gave renewed

aggressiveness  to both countries' pursuit of expansion by rendering colonies vital for

growth. Britain and Germany thus entered what Hoffman described as a, "vicious

circle":25 economic changes and rivalries fuelled the quest for an empire, which in turn

fuelled rivalries and prevented the continuation of cordial relations.

Other factors, such as public opinion, then contributed to the settlement of such

relations into a state of quasi-perpetual antagonism. As Kennedy wrote,

"The decisive elements in the Anglo-German relationship and the cause of the
rising antagonism ... are to be found ... in the perception [emphasis added] of clashes 
of interest between the two nations."26

The importance of public opinion is even greater given that the European Great Powers

of the nineteenth century saw a broadening of electorate27 that rendered appeals to

public opinion necessary to the legitimization of states2B. The changing economies may

have remained complementary, but they led to geopolitical tensions that, once distorted

by public opinion, created a clash of interest between the two nations.

That said, what was the greater geopolitical impact of European Great Power economic

competition? When analyzing Anglo-German relations post-1900, certain historians,

such as Kennedy, believe that: "rivalry there certainly was, but it occurred at specific

2s Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,   1933. Print  (p.285)
26 Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print  (p.410)
27  Fischer, Fritz. Germany's Aims in the First World War. New York: W.W. Norton &, and Chatto & Windus,
1967.Print. (p.15)
28 Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print  (p.102)



times and in specific industries".29 Others, including Hoffman, fbreground the Anglo-

German rivalry, believing that, "The Great War (was) simply the last form of economic

struggle against Germany":30 analyzing the impact of Great Power rivalry in the Ottoman

Empire highlights the importance of economic rivalry in determining the year and

nature of the war. This rivalry, impactful and intense, began in Mesopotamia and Persia,

and it its to these regions that chapter two turns.

29 Kennedy, Paul M. The Rise of the Anglo-German Antagonism 1860-1914. London: G. Allen & Unwin, 1980.
Print. (p.295)
30 Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain  and  the German  Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania, 1933. Print (p.274)
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34

Chapter 2 - Railways in Persia and Mesopotamia: PolarizingEurope

In 1906, when Persia requested a loan to avoid bankruptcy, Britain and Russia saw in it

an opportunity to trigger discussions concerning their respective interests in the region. 

Britain was nonetheless hesitant to give out a loan to Persia,31 while disagreement on

the manner of dividing the region hindered negotiations.3 2 On two occasions, news that

Germany was entering commercial agreements with Persia33 reignited negotiations:

Britain feared that a German loan would be accompanied by a concession to extend the

Baghdad Railway to Tehran.   Indeed, the development of railways in Persia was
detrimental to the security of India. Should Germany obtain the concession, Britain may
be forced to a complete reorganization of its military and naval arrangements in the

region.35 Furthermore, extending the Baghdad Railway would allow Germany to link the

fertile, inland regions of the Empire with its coastal areas. This would facilitate the

transit of agricultural products and manufactured goods within the region, and thus

allow faster industrialization of the Middle East. The profits generated could form a

source of disposable income to be used for further investment without the need for

capital to flow in from Europe. Railway systems linking the Middle East to Europe would

allow raw material and resources to be exploited more efficiently, whilst facilitating

exports of agriculturat material. Most importantly, the line would allow Germany to

threaten British trade by reaching out to the port of Basra,36 and might offer a faster,

cheaper alternative for trade than the Suez Canal, in which Britain owned majority

shares.37

Russia shared similar fears concerning her economic position in Persia, and attempted
to include within the Anglo-Russian agreement a Persian boundary that would prevent

the Baghdad Railway from entering Persia. Thus, in September, following news that

31 Britain indeed feared that the economic guarantees that came with the loan were insufficient to 
outweigh its cost.
32 British Prime Minister in Persia
33 Wilson, K. M. "Creative Accounting: The Place of Loans to Persia in the Commencement of the
Negotiations of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907." Middle Eastern Sutdies 38.2 (2002): 35-82.]STOR.
Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4284226  .>. (p.52)
34 Ibid. (p.53)
35 Ibid. (p.38)
36 The port of Basra was a major location for the Indian and Far Eastern trade, through which most of
Indian trade transited.
37McMeekin, Sean. The Berlin-Baghdad Express, the Ottoman Empire  and Germany's Bid for World Power
1898-1918. London: Penguin, 2011. Print. (p.34)
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Persia had entered negotiations with a German bank, Russia proposed a joint loan to

Britain.3B Lord Grey39 agreed to the move, stating that, in exchange, they should receive 

assurance from the Persian government that railway concessions4o in the region east of

Ballnder Abbas and Birjand could not be granted to any other Powers.41

Although negotiations concerning the necessity of a loan carried on until 1914,

discussions allowed the ratification of the Anglo-Russian Agreement on August 31st,

19'07. According to Hoffman, evidence of Anglo-Russian negotiations "make it very plain

that Germany's arrival in Persia constituted one of Great Britain's most pressing reasons

for entering into this engagement".42  Other factors must be taken  into consideration,

such as the difficulty of defending the overgrown British Empire, or Russia's weakened

military condition following the Russo-Japanese war. Nevertheless, German arrival in

' Persia  did  seem to act as a trigger, as it rendered  an Anglo-Russian  agreement vital to
the preservation of their economic and strategic interests in the region.

By marking the end of British isolationism on the continent, the Entente revealed an

underlying change in the European balance of power. Perhaps for the first time, this

change was due, not to military power or Empire building, but rather to shifts in

economic power: such shifts made alliances necessary to preserve the balance of power.

Whether we believe that British moves were driven by economic interests solely, or by

geopolitical concerns, rivalry over railways in the Middle East should be accounted for

as a powerful factor in  ending British isolation, as it revealed the weakness of her

colonial position in a newly industrialized world.

The Triple Entente had limited military and political significance at first, but rivalry over

the Baghdad Railway would help strengthen it. In 1909, Russia contemplated building a 

38 Wilson, K. M. "Creative Accounting: The Place of Loans to Persia in the Commencement of the
Negotiations of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907." Middle Eastern Sutdies 38.2 (2002): 35-82.]STOR.
Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4284226  .>. (p.59)
39 Lord Grey was British Foreign Secretary from 1905 to 1916.
40 Lord Grey included roads and telegraphs in the agreement
41 Wilson, K. M. "Creative Accounting: The Place of Loans to Persia in the Commencement of the
Negotiations of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907." Middle Eastern Sutdies 38.2 (2002): 35-82.]STOR.
Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4284226  .>. (p.60)
42  Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,  1933. Print (p.162)
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railway between her frontiers and India. Such a project would undeniably bring about

difficult relations with Britain. As Russia entered negotiations with Britain and Germany,

news that the latter was planning to connect the Baghdad to Khanaqin line with

Tehran43 brought out the issue of the fragile Russian position in northern Persia: a 

German railway located along one of Persia's major trading route would undermine her

position. Believing that the easiest way to prevent German entry in the region would be

to build a Russian railway in Persia, but lacking the necessary capital, Russia turned to 

England.44 Official Russian documents reveal that the German commercial threat was

used as an argument for cooperation:

"Anglo-Russian  friendship  will be a real  thing  only when  England  and Russia
unite   for  a struggle with   Germany ...  on  economic  grounds ...  The  road   we
propose ... kills at its start the proposed move of
Germany".45

The argument was powerful, since the Baghdad Railway

was detrimental to British interests in the region. Indeed, the railway would consolidate

the Sultan's authority over its subjects, ensuring that the Ottoman Empire had the

means to rally its population. Knowing that the British Empire comprised, by 1908,

"over ... 100 million Muslim subjects",46 should a war occur, Germany would be in a 

position to use the Sultan's authority as Caliph to cause unrest in highly critical areas

of the British Empire.47 In 1904, the British War Office declared that the railway

would also allow Germany to expand her control over her colonies in China, while

disrupting communication  with India through the Suez Canal.48  In  1908, oil came 

into consideration: the nation controlling the region's transport system would partly

determine where, and at what price oil could be extracted.

43 Germany had obtained the concession for the Baghdad Railway in 1899, following heated negotiations
with the Ottoman Empire, Britain and Russia.
44 Spring, D. W. "The Trans-Persian Railway Project and Anglo-Russian Relations, 1909-14." The Slavonic
and East European Review 54.1 (1976): 60-82. ]STOR. Modern Humanities Research Association and
University College London. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4207199  .>. (p.61)
45 Ibid. (p.62) Extract of a speech by the President of the Duma.
46 McMeekin, Sean. The Berlin-Baghdad Express, the Ottoman Empire and Germany's Bid for World Power
1898-1918. London: Penguin, 2011.Print (p.65)
47 Including Egypt, Nigeria, the Gulf and India.
48 Cohen, Stuart. "Mesopotamia in British Strategy,  1903-1914." International journal of Middle East
Studies 9.2 (1978): 171-81.  ]STOR. Cambridge University Press. Web. 5 Aug. 2013.
<http://www.jstor.org/stable/1 62370 .>. (p.176)



Moreover, Britain feared that Germany sought to "prevent anything like a triple entente

of England, France, Russia [through] expanded commerce".49 Indeed, according to

Britain, Anglo-Russian cooperation would, "reduce the Baghdad line to ... insignificance",

and allow the 1907 Entente to "yield the full value of which it was capable."50 Yet, in an

attempt to eliminate the German commercial and strategic threat in Persia, Russia

sought a parallel agreement with Germany over railways in Northern Persia. In

exchange, Russia was prepared to renounce opposing the construction of the Baghdad

Railway.51 Furthermore, issues with capital prevented an effective agreement between

Britain and Russia, independently of German moves: since British capital participation

was necessary to strengthen Anglo-Russian ties, the project would not take place

without a common agreement. British reluctance to provide capital and Russian belief

that an agreement could be reached with Germany thus prevented the Entente from

becoming operative.

German diplomatic actions would prove a catalyst to rapprochement between the Entente
powers on two occasions. In October 1910, Sazonov52 decided to acquire the Khanaqin-
Tehran railway concession projected by Germany: Sazonov believed that this
would allow Russia to delay the extension of the Baghdad railway until a competing

railroad could be built from Russia into Northern Persia, allowing effective Russian

competition.53 Following negotiations with Germany,54 Russia believed she had secured,

not  only  the  building  of railways  in  Northern   Persia, but also German assurance to

restrain Austrian expansion in the Balkans. Britain and France, however, feared that a

49 Wilson, K. M. "Creative Accounting: The Place of Loans to Persia in the Commencement of the
Negotiations of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907." Middle Eastern Sutdies 38.2 (2002): 35-82.]STOR.
Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4284226  .>. (p.57)
50 Spring, D. W. "The Trans-Persian Railway Project and Anglo-Russian Relations, 1909-14." The Slavonic
and East European Review 54.1(1976): 60-82.]STOR. Modern Humanities Research Association and
University College London. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4207199  .>. (p.63)
51 Head, Judith A. "Public Opinion and Middle Eastern Railways: The Russo-German Negotiations of 1910-
11." International History Review 6.1 (1984): 28-47.]STOR. Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013.
<http://www.jstor.org/stable/40105347  .>. (p.32)
52 Sazonov served as Russian Foreign Minister between 1910 and 1916.
53 Head, Judith A. "Public Opinion and Middle Eastern Railways: The Russo-German Negotiations of 1910-
11." International History Review 6.1 (1984): 28-47.]STOR. Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013.
<http://www.jstor.org/stable/40105347  .>. (p.34)
54 For more details on the Potsdam Agreement negotiations, see: Head, Judith A. "Public Opinion and
Middle Eastern Railways: The Russo-German Negotiations of 1910-11." International History Review 6.1
(1984): 28-47.]STOR. Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013.
<http://www.jstor.org/stable/401 05347.>.
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change in Russian foreign policy would undermine the Entente. Along with the

Moroccan crisis,55 these fears hastened the ratification of the Russo-German agreement,
as Russia was eager to maintain relations with the Entente. Russia obtained the

concession for the Khanaqin-Tehran line, but was obliged to build it within four years.s6

Russia gave up objections to the Baghdad Railway as planned, whilst Germany, although 

she agreed not to build railroads in Northern Persia, gave no assurance that she would 

restrain Austrian foreign policy.57 Thus, rivalry over the Baghdad Railway, along with

the Moroccan crisis, ended prospects of Russo-German rapprochement, as Russian

public opinion's fears5s were proven correct.

Instead, Germany turned to France: in 1912, France, Britain and Russia formed a Societe

d'Etudes for the Trans-Persian railway.59 The Societe d'Etudes did not yield success until

news came that the Baghdad Railway would soon reach Khanaqin.60 Germany asked that

France support the German project rather than the Russian, although the completion of

the new portion would risk triggering the Potsdam Agreement.6 1 Fear that France would

drift away drove rapid Russian moves to create a proposal for the construction of a

railway linking Tehran to Northern Persia.62 After further negotiations, Britain and

Russia agreed to cooperate.63 Russia even proposed to guarantee the Indian frontier in

an attempt to break the stalemate, and, by 1914, Britain agreed to an option with "a

ss The 1905 Moroccan crisis helped foster rapprochement between the Entente powers by allowing it to 
pass "from a static to a dynamic state".
Nicolson, Harold. "The Origins and Development of the Anglo-French Entente." Royal Institute of
International Affairs 30.4 (1954): 407-16. ]STOR. Wiley. Web. 5 Aug. 2013.
<http:/ /www.jstor.org/stable/2608720  .>.
S6 If the condition were not met, Germany would obtain the concession.
S7 Head, Judith A. "Public Opinion and Middle Eastern Railways: The Russo-German Negotiations of 1910-
11." International History Review 6.1 (1984): 28-47.]STOR. Taylor & Francis, Ltd. Web. 5 Aug. 2013.
<http://www.jstor.org/stable/40105347  .>. (p.45-56)
ssRussian industrialists had opposed the project, believing that it would serve German commercial
interests.
s9 Spring, D. W. "The Trans-Persian Railway Project and Anglo-Russian Relations, 1909-14." The Slavonic
and East European Review 54.1(1976): 60-82.]STOR. Modern Humanities Research Association and
University College London. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4207199  .>. (p.71)
60 Ibid. (p.72)
61 Russia would be forced to construct the Khanaqin-Tehran line, without having
put in place an alternative railway to secure her interests in Persia.
62 Spring, D. W. "The Trans-Persian Railway Project and Anglo-Russian Relations,
1909-14." The Slavonic and East European Review 54.1(1976): 60-82.]STOR. Modern Humanities Research
Association and University College London. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4207199  .>.
(p.72)
63 The agreement was never put into action as the Balkan Wars delayed the Russo-British moves.
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desire to improve Anglo-Russian relations at a time of international tension":64 the

strengthening of the Entente was well under way.

Rivalry over Ottoman railway concessions can thus be seen as a factor in the, "growing 

rigidification of the alliance system in the years ... prior to World War One".65 Whereas,

prior to 1911, the Triple Entente had little significance, German rivalry in Persia ended

prospects of Russo-German rapprochement, while fears that Russia and France were

evading the Triple Entente, and Germany's potential gain of influence over Muslim

subjects around the British Empire contributed to Great Power eagerness to strengthen

the Entente after the Moroccan crisis.

The Triple Entente isolated Germany within Eu rope, marking a change in epoch. Any

German attempts at rapprochement with France, Britain, or Russia were made difficult.

German colonial interests were at stake in Africa, the Middle East and the Far East as the

Entente powers were in a position to jointly defend their interests. The Triple Entente

can therefore be considered a factor in the growing aggressiveness of German

Weltpolitik: until the 1904 Anglo-French Colonial Entente, and even the 1907 Anglo-

Russian Agreement, it can be argued that Weltpolitik was only perceived as aggressive 

by Great Powers that refused to accept changes in the Eu ropean balance of power. Its

aims were legitimate, and the inconsistence and underlying aggressiveness of its

methods can be imputed to the many characters and personalities involved in it.

Following the Entente, nonetheless, Weltpolitik "truly" became aggressive; an

aggressiveness that took the form of military conversations and further economic

penetration  of Africa and the Middle East.

64 Spring, D. W. "The Trans-Persian Railway Project and Anglo-Russian Relations, 1909-14." The Slavonic
and East European Review 54.1(1976): 60-82.]STOR. Modern Humanities Research Association and
University College London. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/4207199  .>. (p.81)
65Tomaszewski,Fiona."Pomp,Circumstance,and Realpolitik: TheEvolution ofthe Triple Entente of
Russia, Great Britain, and France ».]ahrbilcherfilr Geschichte Osteuropas , (1999) : 362-380.]STOR. Franz
Steiner Verlag. Web. 5 Aug. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/41050402.>. (p.372)



Chapter 3 - The BaghdadRailway andGerman Financial Difficulties:
the Will for War

Various historians, such as Fritz Fischer or Dale Copeland, argue that Germany had

willed "preventive war" against Russia since 1911, and had been willing to risk a

European war to overcome the growing Russian economic and military threat.

Copeland argues that Germany chose to declare war in 1914 because of propitious

military conditions: by 1914, the German navy was ready for action, unlike in previous

Balkan Wars,66 whilst it was estimated that the Russian army would have grown by 40%
by 1917.67 Waging war in 1914 would thus give Germany higher chances of success. Yet,

certain conditions were necessary,  such as Austrian and  popular support: to achieve

these, Russia must appear the aggressor.

However, in 1914, German precipitation in declaring war on Russia before any other

power found a diplomatic solution to the conflict did not allow her to blame Russia

successfully: mobilization does not equate war. Thus, questions remain unanswered by

such theses: why was Germany desperate to declare war in 1914, why was Austria's 

support crucial, and why did the war become a world war? Part of the answers may be

found in German economic difficulties in the Middle East. In 1909, the Ottoman

government asked that Germany include Britain as a partner in the Baghdad Railway:68

when 1903 concession was revised in 1911, Grey stated69 that Britain aimed to:

"make sure that when the railway is made British trade shall not be at a
disadvantage in the rates which are levied on goods transported ... and that the
strategic situation in the Persian Gulf should not be altered in any way which
would damage ... [Britain's] strategic position."70

66 Copeland, Dale C. The Origins of Major War.New York: Cornell UP, 2000. Print. (p.65)
67 Ibid. (p.67)
68 When the Young Turks sought Great Power approval for an increase in customs, Britain demanded that
she be granted, in exchange, the right to build a railway along the river Tigris, from Basra to Baghdad, with
a possible extension to the Mediterranean. The Ottoman government's demand to Germany was designed
to avoid granting such a concession.

69 In an address to the Committee of Imperial Defence.
70 Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,  1933. Print. (p.155)
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Thus in 1913, the construction of the railway in the Persian Gulf was placed under the

control of an internationally owned Ottoman company. Germany agreed not to extend

the railroad to Persia, and was forced to give guarantees against preferential rates.71

Britain was ensured two Englishmen at the Board of Directors of the Baghdad Railway

Company.72 In the same year, the Turkish Petroleum Company73 was taken over by the

Anglo-Persian Oil Company, thereby preventing the Deutsche Bank from accessing oil

concessions: 74 the construction of the Baghdad Railway became partly dependent on 

Britain. Meanwhile, in 1913, Germany was unable to provide loans demanded by

Austria-Hungary and Turkey, whereas Britain, France, and Italy continued to provide

loans, receive concessions, and enter agreements with the region. Later, Germany was

forced to choose between armament transactions and the Baghdad Railway, privileging

the latter.75

These economic difficulties can partly explain the German eagerness to declare war. At a

time when the speed of Russian industrialization and army reforms threatened

Germany's status as primary military power in Europe, rivalry over the Baghdad

Railway forced Germany to make concessions on the armament industry. Thus, as

Copeland explains, Germany was unlikely to be victorious in a major war after 1914. Yet

military concerns alone do not make for war. Because of lacking capital coverage,
Germany was losing influence in Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire. Since

Germany's relationship and political influence on the Ottoman Empire were the result of

economic penetration, economic difficulties threatened to bring an end to it. This was a

crucial issue, since, following the 1907 Anglo-Russian Agreement and the strengthening

of the Triple Alliance in 1911-1913, Germany had found herself with a single ally;

Austria-Hungary. Her privileged relationship with the Ottoman Empire was therefore

71 Preferential rates: charging varying tariffs and taxes on goods transported on German-owned railways, 
to the profit of national firms.
n Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German Trade Rivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania,  1933. Print (p.156)
73 The company was created for the exploitation of oil in the regions of Mosul and Baghdad.
74 Fischer, Fritz. Germany's Aims in the First World War. New York: W.W. Norton &, and Chatto & Windus,
1967. Print. (p.47)
7s As Germany extended her influence over the Ottoman army, attempts were made to raise a loan for
armament transactions. The attempt took place whilst Anglo-German negotiations concerning tariffs,
taxes and concessions on the Baghdad Railway threatened Germany's hold on the project. Lack of capital 
forced Germany to choose: the railway was prioritized.
Fischer, Fritz. Germany'sAims in the First World War.New York: W.W. Norton &, and Chatto & Windus,
1967. Print. (p.47)
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evermore important in years of unrest and tension in Europe, as it allowed her to

counterbalance the threat posed by the Triple Entente. By the time the July Crisis

erupted, Germany perhaps saw in it the opportunity to assert her status as Great Power

before she lost Ottoman support and thus and the ability to threaten the British Empire,

before Russia had overtaken her militarily, and before the balance of power had
definitely shifted to the Entente. Germany's economic difficulties helped create her need

to maintain allies through war, while her need for allies was the consequence of the

Triple Entente, an Entente facilitated and strengthened by rivalry over railway 

concessions in the Ottoman Empire. Similarly, isolation rendered Germany dependent

on the Schlieffen Plan for effective military victory in a European war: this reliance can

be seen as another factor in explaining Germany's decision to wage war in 1914.

Furthermore, the war went from European, to world war. The British willingness

to wage war resulted from mounting tensions between Britain and Germany, and fear

that Germany would soon overtake her. This fear was undeniably linked to the rivalry:

German railway development "promised ... commercial readjustments affecting British

businesses" 76 and strategic interests, and excited Germanophobia 77 in a state where "the

government was quickly responsive to public opinion".78 Finally, rivalry over railway

concessions in the Ottoman Empire helped create the mechanisms for British

involvement in the war, through the creation and strengthening of the Triple

Entente:

the military plans drafted as part of the Entente allowed for immediate and definite

British  involvement in the war.

76 Hoffman, Ross J.S. Great Britain and the German TradeRivalry 1875-1914. N.p.: University of
Pennsylvania, 1933. Print. (p.145)
77 British newspapers repeatedly pointed out to the "German takeover" of Ottoman trade throughout the
period, although the true economic benefits of the German moves were subjective.

Ibid. (p.144)
78 Ibid. (p.277)
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Conclusion

Overall, European Great Power rivalry over railway construction in the Ottoman Empire,

when studied in the context of changing economic realities and growing tensions  in

Europe, fostered the polarization of the continent. This allowed for the settlemeJ1t of

imperial tensions into permanence, and thus helped create the conditions for a world

war. Moreover, whereas "extensive evidence shows that German leaders brought on a

war for "preventive" motives,"79 "economic factors" such as rivalry over railway

concessions in the Ottoman Empire "reinforced these motives"BO by rendering Ge:i:many

dependent on the Schlieffen plan, dependent on her allies, and fearful of losing her allies

and her preponderant military power in 1914 because of economic difficulties. The

rivalry can thus be seen as a factor in the German willingness to wage war, and helped 

determine the year of the outbreak of the First World War by contributing to German

isolation and German fear of decline in 1914.

79  Copeland, Dale C. "Economic Interdependence and War: A Theory of Trade Expectations." International
Security 20.4 (1996):  5-41.]STOR. Web. 10 Sept. 2013. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/2539041  >. (p.31)
80 Ibid.
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